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Webinar Instructions

• Q&A Information
• Button on the lower menu bar

• Follow-up
• Slides and recording will be available online within 24 hours on Worldwide ERC’s site

• Polling
• Polling box will pop up in a window; results will display in the same box
• You can move the polling window to any area on your monitor(s)

• CRP/GMS Information
• CRP credit automatically tracked based on attendance/completion
• GMS credit – title needs to be added to the GMS Renewal Application
• Webinar available for up to two years
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Have you had to terminate an employee rather 
than place them on a leave of absence when:

A. Employee has a lapse in U.S. Work Authorization (short term or long 
term)

B. Employee is unable to travel to the U.S. due to COVID-19 or other 
travel restrictions, and therefore unable to perform their job duties 
in the U.S.

C. For reasons other than A & B

D. All of the Above
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What is your role within your 
organization? 

A. I oversee the Immigration Program Only

B. I oversee the I-9 Program Only

C. I oversee both the Immigration Program and I-9 Program

D. None of the above
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How to maintain compliance and factors to consider when: 
Employee loses U.S. work authorization or is unable to physically 
be in the U.S. to perform the job duties.

When an employee faces a short term or long term loss of U.S. work authorization, what action does an 
employer need to take? 

When is an employer required to terminate an employee, and when may an employer place an employee on 
unpaid leave pending evidence of continued U.S. work authorization? 

May the employee continue to receive certain benefits (e.g., accrued vacation time)? 

What factors do you need to consider when terminating an employee who is abroad? 

COVID-19 impacts and scenarios
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Form I-9 Employment Eligibility 
Verification

• Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA)

• Employers are prohibited from hiring and employing an individual for employment 
in the U.S. knowing that the individual is not authorized with respect to such 

employment. 

• Employers are prohibited from continuing to employ in the U.S. an individual 

knowing that he or she is unauthorized for employment. 

• Employers are prohibited from hiring any individual, including a U.S. citizen, for 

employment in the U.S. without verifying his or her identity and employment 
authorization on Form I-9.
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Employment in the U.S.
• For I-9 purposes, USCIS has clarified that employment involves work in the US for 

remuneration. 

• Definitions:

• The defining issue under the regulations is: 

Employment:

• any service of labor performed by 
an employee for an employer 
within the U.S.  

Employee:

• an individual who provides 
services or labor for an employer 
for wages or other remuneration.

Remuneration:

• anything of value given in 
exchange for labor or services, 
including food and lodging.

whether an employee is working/providing services in 
exchange for remuneration while in the United States
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Loss of U.S. Work Authorization: Impact 
on Employee and Family in the U.S.
• Can lead to immediate loss of nonimmigrant visa status and authorization to stay in the U.S. 

• Does not automatically preclude individual from applying for a new visa and U.S. work authorization in the future.

• In some instances, individual can maintain underlying nonimmigrant status: can stay in the U.S. but cannot work until new work 
authorization is secured. Example: H-4 applicant who holds Employment Authorization Document (EAD).

• A grace period to remain in the US does not always apply. For some visa categories there is a grace period following termination
date which allows the employee to physically remain in the U.S. for a set period of time while seeking new employment. 

• If new employment is secured, new employer can potentially file a new petition and termed employee does not need to 
depart the U.S. Example: H-1B workers have a 60-day grace period to have a new employer file a petition on their behalf, 
file to change to a different status, or depart the country.

• If new employment is not secured within the grace period, must file to change to a different status or depart the U.S.

• Unlawful presence. A terminated employee may begin to accrue unlawful presence, i.e. a period of stay in the U.S. that is not 
authorized, which could subject them to bans on re-entering the U.S. depending on the length of accrued unlawful presence. 

• Family: The employee’s dependents: spouse and children who hold dependent visa status lose their nonimmigrant status at 
same time that principal employee loses his/her U.S. work authorization. This could impact the spouse’s employment 
authorization.

• If children are U.S. Citizens because they were born in the U.S., they may require a visa to travel to parents’ home country.
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Employer Considerations When 
Terminating U.S. Visa Holders

H-1B workers generally must be paid for the full term unless there is a “bona fide termination.”

Notify the employee and USCIS in writing of the termination of employment; notify Labor Department of withdrawn 
Labor Condition Application; notify consulate of withdrawn petition. 

Employer must offer H-1B and O-1 visa holders the reasonable cost of transportation to return to home country

Is there an employment agreement that provides additional accommodations to a termed employee? Example: cost 
of relocation to home country, a minimum amount of notice, established severance pay.

Consider providing assistance to employees in securing new employment in the U.S.

Consider providing them with a legal consultation to discuss their immigration responsibilities and future immigration 
status.
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Factors to Consider if U.S. Visa Holder is 
Physically Outside of the U.S.

If an employee is a visa 
holder and is physically 
outside of the U.S. at 

the time of 
termination, they may 
not return to the U.S. 

based on their 
previously secured 

visa.

What if employee is 
outside of the U.S. but 

family members are 
still in the U.S.?

What additional 
assistance, if any, 

should an employer 
provide to the 

terminated employee?
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To Terminate or Not to Terminate
• Upon the loss of immigration work authorization, an employee must stop work immediately until they are able 

to produce valid, unexpired work authorization documents that USCIS has deemed acceptable. 

• I-9 regulations and government guidance do not address the question of whether an employee must be 

terminated or if they can remain an active employee but put on some type of unpaid leave/suspended 

assignment. 

• Therefore, the analysis circles around the above concept of “actual” or “constructive” knowledge.  The general rule 

of thumb is that if an employer has actual or constructive knowledge that an employee will not and cannot 

produce valid, unexpired continuing work authorization documents, then the employee should be terminated.  

• If the employer knows for sure that an employee will not and cannot produce valid work authorization 

documents, the employee should be terminated.

• If an employee has a pending application and is awaiting authorization documents to be adjudicated, employer 

does NOT technically have knowledge that the employee is not authorized to work.
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To Terminate or Not to Terminate 
(Continued)
• Can the employee be put on an unpaid leave of absence?

• What is considered a “reasonable” time frame for employee to obtain new or updated work authorization?

• May an employer provide annual leave, bonus, and certain benefits during a gap in work authorization?

• How must employers clearly document a person is not working during this time frame?

• All stakeholders must be involved and aligned: coordination between HR,  I-9 team and company’s U.S. immigration 

team extremely important
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Employer Risks

I-9 compliance is closely monitored by Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) and 
employers who violate the rules face significant penalties.

Fines – Fines for I-9 
“paperwork” violations and 

failure to meet requirements 
range from $234 to $2,332 per 

employee.

Debarment by ICE – Employers 
may be prevented from 

participating in future federal 
contracts and from receiving 
other government benefits.

Criminal Prosecution – for 
knowingly continuing to 

employ unauthorized workers
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To Terminate or Not to Terminate When 
Employee is Abroad

Can employee maintain his 
employment in the U.S. if 

employee is abroad, has U.S. 
work authorization but is unable 

to physically enter the U.S. to 
perform the job duties in the 

U.S.?

Can employee with U.S. work 
authorization work remotely from 

outside of the U.S.?
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Real Life Scenarios
Scenario 1:

• Employee has a valid H-4 and her Employment Authorization Document (EAD) has expired. H-4 extension is pending and 

has been pending for months because of ongoing USCIS delays so unclear when she will secure a new EAD card.

• Does the employer have to terminate the employee or can she be placed on a leave of absence?

Scenario 2:

• Employee has a valid H-1B and travels internationally to his home country. He needs to apply for a visa at a consulate 

before returning to the U.S. but is facing delays because of consulate closures.

• Can the employee remain an active employee in the U.S.? And can he work remotely?

Scenario 3:
• Employee’s I-94 card has expired and USCIS denies the extension of stay (i.e. L-1 or H-1B). Grace period does not apply 

and employee no longer has work authorization. Employee needs to reapply via consular processing at a later date or 

relocate internationally.

• What is the employer’s obligation when terminating the employee?
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Maintaining Compliance When an Employee 
Loses U.S. Work Authorization:

• When an employee loses U.S. work authorization, they must immediately stop working in the U.S.

• Automatic termination may not always be required but should be carefully considered depending on the circumstances of the 
impacted employee. Evaluate each case independently and engage all appropriate stakeholders. May be necessary to engage 
employment counsel. In certain circumstances and depending on the “wait time,”  it may be appropriate to place the employee on 
a temporary leave of absence until he secures new work authorization.

• It is the employer’s obligation to clearly document that the employee has stopped working, whether the employee is terminated or
on leave. 

• Employer must not pay the employee in exchange for labor or services. Under certain circumstances, employer may still pay the
employee for benefits earned prior to loss of U.S. work authorization, example: accrued vacation time.

• I-9 obligations only apply if the employee is physically working in the U.S. 

• Special consideration should be given to individuals who are terminated while abroad.

• If an employee has valid U.S. work authorization but is unable to physically enter U.S. because of travel restrictions and/or delays, 
he may be unable to perform his job duties and termination may be required.

• Working remotely may not impact I-9 regulations but raises other concerns: compliance with employment terms, 
immigration regulations both in the US and in the foreign country, as well as business tax implications.
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